PVM Textbooks Required Fall 2015

DVM 606 Veterinary Immunology REQUIRED
The purpose of the text is to provide background reading. Where possible, the figures used in class will be taken from the text, and the general order of the text will be followed.

RECOMMENDED
Professor’s Note: “Useful for students who have not had immunology before.”

DVM 610 – Foundations of Veterinary Medicine I REQUIRED
None

RECOMMENDED
Professor’s Note: “This book will also be needed Junior year during the animal behavior class.”

ISBN 9780813807638

OR


VM616 – Functional Anatomy REQUIRED


Whalen’s *Virtual Canine Anatomy DVD 3.0*. Available for purchase from VetText (CSU).

RECOMMENDED
ISBN 9781105072840
Professor’s Note: “For students with large animal orientation.”

Professor’s Note: "For individuals planning a career in small animal medicine and surgery."


VM618 – Organ Systems: Anatomy & Physiology REQUIRED


Professor's Note: “If you have never had histology, you need a textbook. If you have had histology before, you are welcome to use your old textbook. Be advised that this text is veterinary and other histology courses may be using a text for humans. Most of it is the same, but that are a few species differences that will not be in a human text.”

RECOMMENDED

OR

Professor's Note: “If you have never had histology, you also need an atlas. Dr. Stewart prefers Bacha & Bacha, while Dr. Pitcaithley prefers diFiore. They don’t care which one you use! Be advised that Bacha & Bacha is veterinary and has real photomicrographs; diFiore is human and uses idealized drawings. The text and the atlas are considered resources for you to use and you may find use for them sophomore year in pathology too. If you have already had histology and have an atlas you like, use it.”

DVM 625 – Principles of Diagnostic Imaging REQUIRED
Kraft’s Veterinary Radiology CD 5.1. Available for purchase at VetText (CSU).

RECOMMENDED